Service Bulletin: SB 81

DATE: May 8, 1995
GAME: The Shadow
SUBJECT: Mini-Playfield

Attached with this bulletin are 3 instruction procedures relating to the Mini-Playfield.

- **DOCUMENT #16-10104.1** - Is an inspection procedure to verify if the coil slide motor assembly has been assembled properly.

- **DOCUMENT #16-10105.1** - Is an assembly instruction procedure for the Mini-Playfield pinion kit (Part # A-20417). This kit is for changing the plastic pinion to a brass pinion gear.

- **DOCUMENT #16-10112.1** - Is an assembly instruction procedure for the Mini-Playfield opto kit (Part # A-20424). This kit adds an extension bracket to the opto transistor assembly to help minimize light interference.

Thank you,
WMS GAMES Parts & Service INC.